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Day sites of memory are places where significant events in history have
occurred but where no permanent structures or monuments remain. These
sites can be challenging to manage and interpret, yet they offer unique
opportunities to connect with the past and engage with diverse
stakeholders. This article provides comprehensive guidance for heritage
practitioners and researchers on managing and interpreting day sites of
memory, including identifying their significance, developing interpretation
strategies, and engaging with diverse stakeholders.

Identifying the Significance of Day Sites of Memory

The first step in managing and interpreting a day site of memory is to
identify its significance. This can be done through a variety of methods,
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including historical research, archaeological investigations, and community
consultations. It is important to consider both the local and national
significance of the site, as well as its potential to contribute to our
understanding of history and culture.

Developing Interpretation Strategies for Day Sites of Memory

Once the significance of a day site of memory has been identified, it is
important to develop an interpretation strategy. This strategy should outline
the goals of the interpretation, the target audience, and the methods that
will be used to convey the site's significance. It is important to consider the
unique challenges of interpreting day sites of memory, such as the lack of
physical structures and the need to rely on oral histories and other
intangible sources of evidence.

Engaging with Diverse Stakeholders

Engaging with diverse stakeholders is essential for successful
management and interpretation of day sites of memory. These
stakeholders may include community members, historians, archaeologists,
and tourism operators. It is important to involve stakeholders in the
planning and implementation of interpretation strategies, and to address
their concerns and needs. By working together, stakeholders can ensure
that day sites of memory are managed and interpreted in a way that is both
respectful and engaging.

Day sites of memory offer unique opportunities to connect with the past and
engage with diverse stakeholders. By following the guidance outlined in this
article, heritage practitioners and researchers can effectively manage and
interpret these sites, ensuring that their significance is preserved and
shared for generations to come.



Additional Resources

ICOMOS Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural
Heritage Sites

UNESCO World Heritage Centre: How to Interpret and Present World
Heritage Sites

National Park Service: The Interpretation of Historic Sites
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